Abstract. We study right quasi-representable differential graded bimodules as quasifunctors between dg-categories. We prove that a quasi-functor has a left adjoint if and only if it is left quasi-representable.
Introduction
Differential graded (dg-) categories are categories enriched over the closed symmetric monoidal category C(k) of complexes of k-modules (k is a fixed ground commutative ring). They carry a significant homotopical structure, induced from that of cochain complexes, and they are a popular incarnation of higher categories. In particular, pretriangulated dg-categories are employed as enhancements for triangulated categories, overcoming their well-known technical issues such as the non-functoriality of cones.
Being studied as enriched categories, dg-categories admit obvious morphisms between them, namely, dg-functors. They are simply defined as functors which preserve the cochain complex structure of hom-sets. However, dg-functors don't retain the relevant homotopical structure of dg-categories, and must be replaced with more complicated morphisms, which are called quasi-functors. To be more precise, it has been proved that the category dgCat of dg-categories and dg-functors admits a model category structure whose weak equivalences are the quasi-equivalences (see [Tab05] ); moreover, its homotopy category Hqe = Ho(dgCat) has a natural structure of closed symmetric monoidal category (see [Toë07] ). The internal hom in Hqe between dg-categories A and B is denoted by RHom(A, B), and it is the "dg-category of quasi-functors", defined up to quasi-equivalence.
The dg-category RHom(A, B) has many "incarnations". One of them, which we will employ in this work, involves particular dg-bimodules. Given dg-categories A and B, an A-B-dg-bimodule is a dg-functor B op ⊗ A → C dg (k), where C dg (k) is the dg-category of complexes of k-modules. It can also be viewed as a dg-functor A → C dg (B), where
Theorem 1.2 (Proposition 7.1). Let G : B → A be a quasi-functor. Then, G has a left adjoint quasi-functor if and only if it is left quasi-representable.
As the reader may expect, there is a similar characterisation of right adjoints. The result can be applied to prove an existence theorem of adjoint quasi-functors, under some hypotheses on the dg-categories:
• for any couple of objects (A, B) of A, a chain map F = F (A,B) : A(A, B) → B(F (A), F (B)), subject to the usual associativity and unitality axioms.
Example 2.3. An example of dg-category is given by the dg-category of complexes C dg (k): it has the same objects as C(k), and complexes of morphisms Hom(V, W ) given by: Remark 2.4. All usual categorical constructions can be carried out for dg-categories and dg-functors.
(1) Any ordinary (k-linear) category can be viewed as a dg-category, with trivial complexes of morphisms. Compositions of two morphisms f ⊗ g and f ′ ⊗ g ′ is given by:
The tensor product commutes with taking opposites: (A ⊗ B) op = A op ⊗ B op . Also, it is symmetric, namely, there is an isomorphism of dg-categories: A ⊗ B ∼ = B ⊗ A. (4) Given dg-categories A and B, there is a dg-category Fun dg (A, B) whose objects are dg-functors A → B and whose complexes of morphisms are the so-called dg-natural transformations: A dg-natural transformation ϕ : F → G of degree p is a collection of degree p morphisms
for all A ∈ A, such that for any degree q morphism f ∈ A(A, A ′ ) the following diagram is commutative up to the sign (−1) |p||q| :
Differentials and compositions of dg-natural transformations are defined objectwise. The complex of dg-natural transformations F → G will often be denoted by Nat dg (F, G).
The dg-category Fun dg (A, B) characterises the internal hom in the monoidal category (dgCat, ⊗) of (small) dg-categories and dg-functors. Namely, there is a natural isomorphism in dgCat:
Fun dg (A ⊗ B, C) ∼ = Fun dg (A, Fun dg (B, C)).
(2.3) (5) Dg-functors A ⊗ B → C are called dg-bifunctors, and they are "dg-functors of two variables A ∈ A and B ∈ B", separately dg-functorial in both. The same is true in general for dg-functors A 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ A n → C: they can be viewed as "dg-functors of many variables", with functoriality in each variable. Sometimes, we will employ Einstein notation to indicate which variables are covariant and which ones are contravariant. For example, a dg-functor F : B op ⊗ A 1 ⊗ A 2 → C will be written as
A 1 ,A 2 ; lower variables are covariant, whereas upper variables are contravariant. Moreover, we shall set (for instance)
for any morphism f .
The operations of taking cocycles and cohomology can be extended from complexes of k-modules to dg-categories and dg-functors: Definition 2.5. Let A be a dg-category. The underlying category (resp. the homotopy category) of A is the category Z 0 (A) (resp. H 0 (A)) which is defined as follows:
with natural compositions and identities.
The mappings A → Z 0 (A) and A → H 0 (A) are functorial: given a dg-functor F : A → B, there are natural induced functors
Given two objects A, B in a dg-category A, we say that they are dg-isomorphic (resp. homotopy equivalent), and write A ∼ = B (resp. A ≈ B) if they are isomorphic in Z 0 (A) (resp. H 0 (A)).
A quasi-equivalence is a dg-functor F : A → B such that the maps
are quasi-isomorphisms, and H 0 (F ) is essentially surjective. Given dg-categories A and B, we say that they are quasi-equivalent, writing A qe ≈ B, if there exists a zig-zag of quasi-equivalences:
2.2. Dg-modules and bimodules. Dg-functors with values in the dg-category of complexes are called dg-modules and are worth being studied in their own right.
Remark 2.7. Let F : A → C dg (k) be a left dg-module. Given a couple of objects (A, A ′ ), we may view the functor F on the hom-complex A(A, A ′ ) as an element
So, giving F as a functor A → C dg (k) is the same as giving a complex of k-modules F (A) for all objects A ∈ A, and chain maps
for any x ∈ F (A), for any f : A → A ′ and g : A ′ → A ′′ . So, a left dg-module is given by a family of complexes parametrised by objects of A, together with a left A-action. By construction, we have
Similarly, we have the characterisation of a right dg-module F : A op → C dg (k) as family of complexes with a right action:
in terms of F , we have
taking into account the Kozsul sign rule. Finally, giving a dg-bimodule F : B op ⊗ A → C dg (k) is the same as giving a family of complexes F (B, A) together with a left action of A and a right action of B, subject to the compatibility condition:
whenever x ∈ F (B, A) and f : B ′ → B, g : A → A ′ . We allow ourselves to drop parentheses and write gxf meaning (gx)f = g(xf ). Actually, in terms of the original bifunctor F , we have
In the following, we will allow ourselves to shift freely from one characterisation of dg-(bi)modules to another, and adopt indiscriminately either the "functor" notation or the "left/right action" notation, keeping in mind how to interchange them.
The dg-category of right A-modules is the category of functors Fun dg (A op , C dg (k)), and will be denoted by C dg (A) . Moreover, we set:
A morphism of left A-modules ϕ : F → G is simply a dg-natural transformation of functors. Adopting the "left action" notation as explained in Remark 2.7, we see that ϕ can be viewed as a family of maps ϕ A :
for any x ∈ F (A) and f ∈ A(A, A ′ ) (notice the Koszul sign rule). Similarly, a morphism of right A-modules ψ : M → N satisfies the following:
for any x ∈ M (A ′ ) and f ∈ A(A, A ′ ). Finally, a morphism of A-B-bimodules ξ : F 1 → F 2 is required to satisfy both compatibilities with the left and right actions:
2.3. Yoneda lemma and Yoneda embedding. Let A be a dg-category. We associate to A an A-A-dg-bimodule called the diagonal bimodule and denoted by h A = h. It is defined by
with right and left actions given by composition in A. Also, given a dg-functor F : C → A, we denote respectively by h F and h F the A-C-dg-bimodule and the C-A-bimodule defined by:
(2.7)
The left and right actions of A and C on h F are defined by the following compositions in A:
8) with left and right actions defined in a similar way as above.
Taking the components of the diagonal bimodule, we obtain the right dg-modules h A = A(−, A) and the left dg-modules h A = A(A, −). A right (resp. left) A-dg-module F is said to be representable if F ∼ = h A (resp. F ∼ = h A ) for some A ∈ A. The well-known Yoneda lemma has a counterpart in the differential graded framework: Theorem 2.8 (Dg-Yoneda lemma). Let F ∈ C dg (A) be a right A-dg-module, and let A ∈ A. Then, there is an isomorphism of complexes:
natural both in A and F .
From this, we obtain the (dg) Yoneda embedding: Definition 2.9. Let F : A ⇆ B : G be dg-functors. We say that F is a left adjoint of G (and G is a right adjoint of F ), writing F ⊣ G, if there is an isomorphism of complexes:
natural in both A and B.
As in ordinary category theory, a dg-adjunction F ⊣ G : A ⇆ B is determined by its counit ε : F G → 1 B or by its unit η : 1 A → GF ; they are both closed and degree 0 natural transformations, and satisfy the usual universal properties. For instance, for
, with units and counits naturally induced by the unit and counit of F ⊣ G.
Fully faithful adjoint functors.
A dg-functor F : A → B is (dg-)fully faithful if for any A, A ′ ∈ A, the map on hom-complexes
is an isomorphism of complexes. Moreover, we say that F is (dg-)essentially surjective if for any B ∈ B there exists A ∈ A such that B ∼ = F (A) (in other words, Z 0 (F ) is essentially surjective). When we are given an adjunction F ⊣ G, then we have the following useful characterisation: 
Ends and coends
Let A be a dg-category, and let F : A op ⊗ A → C dg (k) be a dg-bi(endo)module. The aim is to construct a complex which (co)equalises the right and left actions of A on F . This leads to the definition of (co)end, given in general for dg-functors A op ⊗ A → B. These notions will give us some very useful computational tools. This section is devoted to the development of ends and coends in dg-category theory; a good readable introduction to (co)end calculus in ordinary category theory can be found in [Lor15] . Our treatment is just a particular case of the definitions and results given in enriched category theory: possible references for the general setting are [Kel05] or [Dub70] . The first results mentioned in this section are all proved with a direct verification of a universal property: for the sake of brevity, we limit ourselves to writing down the statements, leaving the proofs to the reader. Definition 3.1. Let F : A op ⊗ A → B be a dg-functor. An end of F is an object X F ∈ B together with closed degree 0 maps
for all A ∈ A, satisfying the following universal property:
that is, for any h ∈ A(A, A ′ ) the above square with vertex X F is commutative, and for any X ′ together with closed degree 0 maps f A : X ′ → F A A such that the "curved square" with vertex X ′ is commutative, there exists a unique closed degree 0 map f :
Dualising, we get the definition of coend: Definition 3.2. Let F : A op ⊗ A → B be a dg-functor. A coend of F is an object Y F ∈ B together with closed degree 0 maps
that is, for any h ∈ A(A ′ , A) the above square with vertex Y F is commutative, and for any Y ′ together with closed degree 0 maps g A : F A A → Y ′ such that the "curved square" with vertex Y ′ is commutative, there exists a unique closed degree 0 map g :
Remark 3.3. Ends and coends are defined as couples (X F , (ε A )) or (Y F , (η A )); we will often abuse notation and refer to them as their underlying objects X F and Y F .
As for any object defined with a universal property, ends and coends, if they exist, are uniquely determined up to canonical isomorphism, so that we may speak of the (co)end of a dg-functor F : A op ⊗ A → B. We will adopt the integral notation: the end of F will be denoted by
and the coend of F will be denoted by
The existence of ends and coends is not assured in general; however, it holds true for bimodules, i.e. dg-functors
Corollary 3.5. Let F, G : A → B be dg-functors. Then, the complex of dg-natural transformation Nat dg (F, G), together with the canonical maps
Then, the coend of F is isomorphic to the complex
together with the natural maps
In the following, we explore the properties of ends and coends, and we develop the tools of (co)end calculus.
) is an end of GF . Dualising, we directly get the definition of preservation of coends.
We will often allow ourselves to abuse notation and write for instance
to mean that G preserves the end of F . The following is an important result:
Proposition 3.8. The hom dg-functor preserves ends. That is, given a dg-functor F : A op ⊗ A → B and assuming that A F (A, A) and
A F (A, A) both exist, then:
for all B ∈ B.
Remark 3.9. The isomorphisms (3.6) and (3.7) are actually a stronger (yet equivalent) version of the universal properties which define ends and coends. Recalling the characterisation of ends of C dg (k)-valued dg-functors of Proposition 3.4, we see for instance that (3.6) is equivalent to the following statement: for any family of maps
is commutative up to the sign (−1) pq , for all f : A → A ′ of degree q, there exists a unique
We are now able to show that ends and coends are dg-functorial. We write down statements only for ends, the case of coends being analogous.
Proposition 3.10 (Dg-functoriality). Let F, G : A op ⊗ A → B be dg-functors, and assume that A F (A, A) and A G(A, A) exist. If ϕ : F → G is a dg-natural transformation, then there exists a natural morphism
A ϕ : A F (A, A) → A G(A, A).
The mapping ϕ → A ϕ is a chain map, and moreover we have
A ψϕ = A ψ • A ϕ, A 1 F = 1 A F (A,A) ,
assuming ψ : G → H and the existence of A H(A, A).
Proof. Define A ϕ with the strong universal property explained in Remark 3.9:
The properties required follow by uniqueness arguments.
we obtain a dg-natural transformation
of functors A op ⊗ A → B, and by dg-functoriality we get a natural morphism:
The mapping f → ϕ f → A ϕ f is dg-functorial, so in the end we get a dg-functor
together with natural transformations
This is the "end with parameters". The same discussion can obviously be done for coends.
The following result is an "interchange law" for (co)ends. With the integral notation, it becomes a "categorical Fubini theorem". We give the statement for ends:
exists. Then, there is a natural isomorphism: whenever one of these ends exist.
3.1. Yoneda lemma, revisited. The complex of natural transformations between two dg-functors can be written as an end, as we have already seen in Corollary 3.5. So, it is clear that Yoneda lemma can be restated employing this formalism.
Proposition 3.13 (Yoneda lemma). Let A be a dg-category, let
be respectively a left and a right A-dg-module. Then:
where the natural maps ε A :
Interestingly, there is a dual version of Yoneda lemma, which involves coends: Proposition 3.14 (Co-Yoneda lemma). Let A be a dg-category, let F : A → C dg (k) and G : A op → C dg (k) be respectively a left and a right A-dg-module. Then:
where the associated maps
induced by the (left and right) actions of A:
Proof. We prove only the first isomorphism, the other one being dual. Let V be a complex, and let X ∈ A. We have the following chain of natural isomorphisms:
, and so by definition (recall the "strong universal property", Remark 3.9) it is the expected coend:
To understand what are the associated maps η A , we follow the above chain backwards, starting from the unit 1 F X and keeping track of its image:
The above proof follows a typical pattern in (co)end calculus. To show that a certain object X is a (co)end, we try to prove that it represents the suitable functor, and in doing so we make use of the computational tools developed so far: (co)end preservation, dgfunctoriality, Fubini theorem, and so on. Typically, we end up writing a chain of natural isomorphisms. At every step, we should keep track of the natural maps associated to the written (co)end; the isomorphisms of the chain will always preserve them, and this knowledge allows us to understand what are the natural maps associated to the object X, as we did in the second part of the above proof.
The derived category
Let A be a dg-category. The homotopy category K(A) has a natural triangulated structure, induced objectwise from that of complexes of k-modules. Let M, N be right 
The derived category of A is defined as the localisation of K(A) along quasi-isomorphisms:
When A = k, viewing the base ring as a dg-category with a single object, its derived category is by definition the derived category D(k) of complexes of k-modules. The wellknown results about D(k) have a direct generalisation to D(A) for any A. We recollect them in the following statement.
is an acyclic complex for all A ∈ A. The full dg-subcategory of C dg (A) of acyclic modules is denoted by Ac(A). 
Proposition 4.2 ([Kel06, Lemma 3.3]). D(A) has a natural structure of triangulated category such that the localisation functor
δ = δ A : K(A) → D(A) is exact. A morphism α : F → G in K(A) is a
quasi-isomorphism if and only if its cone C(α) is acyclic. Moreover, D(A) is the Verdier quotient of K(A) modulo the acyclic modules:
where F ′ ≈ − → F is a quasi-isomorphism. The idea is that F ′ is suitable resolution of F . In particular, we may assume it is a h-projective resolution:
. F is h-projective if, for all N ∈ Ac(A), the complex C dg (A)(F, N ) is acyclic. This equivalent to requiring that
for all N ∈ Ac(A). The full dg-subcategory of C dg (A) of h-projective dg-modules is denoted by h-proj(A).
The shift of a h-projective module is again h-projective; the same is true for the cone of a morphism of h-projective modules. so, H 0 (h-proj(A)) is a triangulated subcategory of K(A). Moreover, we have the following characterisation: 
is an isomorphism for all M ∈ C dg (A).
Remark 4.5. From the above proposition, we see that any quasi-isomorphism between h-projective dg-modules is actually a homotopy equivalence. 
Corollary 4.7. The functor
is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
The above discussion can be dualised. In fact, morphisms F → G in D(A) can also be represented as "coroofs": Definition 4.8. Let A be a dg-category, and let F ∈ C dg (A). F is h-injective if, for all N ∈ Ac(A), the complex C dg (A)(N, F ) is acyclic. This equivalent to requiring that
for all N ∈ Ac(A). The full dg-subcategory of C dg (A) of h-injective dg-modules is denoted by h-inj(A).
Proposition 4.9 ([Kel06, Proposition 3.1]). Every dg-module F admits a h-injective resolution, that is, a quasi-isomorphism
The adjunction is obtained as follows:
Remark 4.10. If M is an h-projective dg-module, then we may assume without loss of generality that Q(M ) = M . Analogously, if N is an h-injective dg-module, we may assume that R(M ) = M . Moreover, notice that h-projectives (and their resolutions) can be defined also in the opposite category K(A)
op : they coincide with h-injectives (and their resolutions) in K(A), and vice-versa.
4.2. The derived Yoneda embedding. Let A be a dg-category, and let A ∈ A. Then, the right A-module h A is h-projective. Indeed, let N ∈ Ac(A) be an acyclic module. Then, by Yoneda lemma:
So, we see that the Yoneda embedding h A factors through h-proj(A), yielding 
By definition, the essential image of this functor is the category qrep(A) of quasirepresentable right A-modules. We denote by tria(A) the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory of D(A) which contains the image of (4.9). Moreover, we denote by per(A) the idempotent completion of tria(A), which coincides with the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory of D(A) which contains the image of (4.9) and it is thick, i.e. closed under direct summands; it can also be characterised as the subcategory of compact objects in D(A). The derived Yoneda embedding factors through tria(A):
If A is a pretriangulated dg-category, then H 0 (A) has a natural structure of triangulated category; furthermore, a dg-functor F : A → B between pretriangulated dgcategories induces an exact functor H 0 (F ) between triangulated categories. For any dg-category A, the dg-category C dg (A) is pretriangulated.
Derived functors and derived adjunctions.
Let A and B be dg-categories, and let F : K(A) → K(B) be an exact functor (in most situation, it is induced by a dg-functor). A typical question is the following: does F induce an exact functor
is commutative? The answer is positive if F preserves acyclic A-modules (or, equivalently, quasi-isomorphisms). In this case, the induced functor F ′ is often identified with F itself.
In many situations, however, our given functor F : K(A) → K(B) does not preserve acyclics; nevertheless, it always does when restricted to h-projective (or h-injective) dgmodules:
Lemma 4.12. Let F : K(A) → K(B) be an exact functor. Then, F maps dg-modules which are both acyclic and h-projective (resp. acyclic and h-injective) to acyclics, or equivalently it preserves quasi-isomorphisms between h-projective (resp. h-injective) dgmodules.
Proof. Cones of morphisms between h-projective or h-injective dg-modules are easily seen to be themselves h-projective or h-injective. So, recalling that quasi-isomorphisms are precisely the morphisms whose cone is acyclic, it is clear that F preserves quasiisomorphisms between h-projectives (resp. h-injectives) if and only if it maps dg-modules which are both acyclic and h-projective (resp. acyclic and h-injective) to acyclics. Now, let M ∈ K(A) be h-projective and acyclic (or h-injective and acyclic). By h-projectivity (or h-injectivity) any quasi-isomorphism M → 0 is actually a homotopy equivalence. So, F (M ) ≈ F (0) = 0 in K(B), in particular it is acyclic. Now, even if our functor F : K(A) → K(B) does not pass to the derived categories, it induces the so-called derived functors. Abstractly, they are defined as Kan extensions:
Dually, a (total) right derived functor RF of F is a left Kan extension of δ
Clearly derived functors, being Kan extensions, are uniquely determined up to isomorphism. The above Lemma 4.12 ensures that derived functors actually exist in our framework, and the following proposition gives their concrete definitions, which is what we will actually use. Its proof can be found in [Rie14, Theorem 2.2.8], in a more general setting.
Proposition 4.14. Let A and B be dg-categories, and let F : K(A) → K(B) be an exact functor. We know that F preserves quasi-isomorphisms between h-projectives; then, F admits a left derived functor, obtained as follows:
where 
) is the h-projective resolution functor of A.

Dually, we know that F preserves quasi-isomorphisms between h-injectives; then, F admits a right derived functor, obtained as follows:
We will often encounter adjunctions between categories of dg-modules. As expected, just as functors can be derived, the same is true for adjunctions: Proposition 4.16. Let A and B be dg-categories, and let
be an adjunction of exact functors. Then, there is a derived adjunction
13) which is obtained composing the three adjunctions Q
Namely:
(4.14)
Derived Isbell duality
We study a duality result between dg-modules (and also bimodules) which is a vast generalisation of the duality of vector spaces over a field. It is called Isbell duality, after John Isbell (see [Woo82] for a reference). Our notation here follows the one found on the nLab 1 .
Proposition 5.1 (Isbell duality). Let A be a dg-category. There is a dg-adjunction
where O and Spec are defined as follows:
Proof. We have to prove that there is a natural isomorphism of complexes:
We compute:
O and Spec admit derived functors, by Proposition 4.14. So, we obtain the left derived functor
Analogously, Spec induces the right derived functor
Notice that we employed the h-projective resolution even for R Spec, because of contravariance. By Proposition 4.16, we get the derived adjunction
which we call derived Isbell duality.
and analogously
In the end, we have isomorphisms With a little more work, we are able to establish a similar result for the derived adjunction LO ⊣ R Spec: Proof. Let A ∈ A. Then:
and analogously R Spec(h A ) 
⊗ L denotes the derived tensor product, which is defined (up to quasi-equivalence) as:
where A hp is a h-projective resolution of A (see, for instance, [CS15, Remark 2.7]).These definitions are justified by the observation that a dg-bimodule F ∈ C dg (A, B) (covariant in A, contravariant in B) can be seen as a dg-functor F : A → C dg (B). Isbell duality generalises quite directly to the following:
Proposition 5.4. Let A, B be dg-categories. There is a dg-adjunction
where L and R are defined by
)(T, R(S)).
(5.9)
where the second isomorphism of the chain follows from the Isbell duality isomorphism (5.2) of B.
By Proposition 4.14, L and R can be derived, and in the end we obtain the derived adjunction: Proof. We rewrite the adjunction L ⊣ R as follows:
LL(T ) = L(Q(T )),
RR(S) = R(Q(S)).
, and there is a commutative diagram for all A ∈ A:
The vertical arrows are the natural maps associated to the written ends; the "downstairs" isomorphism is precisely the Isbell duality adjunction of B, and our claim immediately follows.
The above result immediately extends to the homotopy level adjunction H 0 (L) ⊣ H 0 (R), and also to the derived adjunction LL ⊣ RR:
Corollary 5.7. Let A, B be dg-categories, and let T ∈ D(A, B), S ∈ D(B, A). Let η : T → RR(LL(T )) and ε : S → LL(RR(S)) be the unit and counit morphisms of the derived adjunction LL ⊣ RR, calculated in T and S. Then, for all A ∈ A, the morphisms η A : T A → RR(LL(T )) A and ε A : S A → LL(RR(S)) A are the unit and counit morphisms of the derived Isbell duality of B, calculated in T A and S A .
Proof. For simplicity, assume that A and B are h-projective, identifying them with their h-projective resolutions. Let A ∈ A. There is an obvious dg-functor
This dg-functor clearly preserves acyclic modules, hence it induces a functor
Recall that, by Lemma 5.5, if q :
The functor Q is left adjoint to the localisation functor; recalling how this adjunction is obtained (formula (4.4)), we see that the diagram
. is commutative. This, combined with the above lemma and with the definition of the adjunction LL ⊣ RR as a composition of adjunctions (Proposition 4.16), gives us the claim regarding the unit η. A similar argument gives the other part of the statement. Now, let T ∈ C dg (A, B) be a right representable bimodule, that is, for all A ∈ A,
and in particular R(S)
So, the duality L ⊣ R sends right representables to left representables, and vice-versa. A similar observation can be done at the homotopy level: call a bimodule Proof. This is a direct application of Lemma 5.6. For instance, to show that the unit η : T → RL(T ) is an isomorphism when T ∈ rep r (A, B) , or a homotopy equivalence when T ∈ hrep r (A, B) , it is sufficient to show that the components η A : T A → RL(T ) A are such for all A ∈ A. But by hypothesis T A ∈ rep(B) (or hrep(B) in the case of homotopy right representability), so by Lemma 5.2 we are done.
A similar result as above holds for the derived duality LL ⊣ RR. Call a bimodule Proof. This is an application of Corollary 5.7. For instance, to show that the unit η : T → RR(LL(T )) is an isomorphism in D (A, B) , it is sufficient to show that η A is an isomorphism in D(B) for all A. This follows directly by Proposition 5.3, since by hypothesis T A ∈ qrep(B) for all A ∈ A.
The bicategory of bimodules; adjoints
An interesting feature of bimodules is that they can be viewed as "generalised functors". We will sometimes write F : A B meaning F ∈ C dg (A, B). Given bimodules F : A B and G : B C, we can define their composition G ⋄ F : A C, as follows:
Applying the dg-functoriality of coends, we find out that ⋄ is dg-functorial in both variables, hence giving rise to dg-bifunctors
In particular, if ϕ :
By co-Yoneda lemma, the diagonal bimodules act as (weak) units for this composition:
given F : A B. Moreover, the composition is weakly associative. indeed, given F : A → B, G : B → C, H : C → D, we have:
where we used Fubini's theorem and the fact that the tensor product preserves coends (exercise). Another interesting property of the composition ⋄ is that it preserves h-projective bimodules:
Lemma 6.1. Let A, B, C be h-projective dg-categories. Let F : A B and G : B C be h-projective bimodules. Then, G ⋄ F is h-projective.
Proof. Let N ∈ C dg (A, C) be acyclic. We compute:
and G B is h-projective by Lemma 5.5, so
is acyclic, and we are done.
There is a derived version of the composition ⋄. Namely, given F ∈ D (A, B) and
taking h-projective resolutions of either F or G. The composition ⋄ L is defined up to quasi-isomorphism, and it is functorial, as we can expect, in the sense that it gives bifunctors
By the above Lemma 6.1, Q(G) ⋄ Q(F ) is always h-projective, so we may prove directly that ⋄ L is weakly associative and unital. indeed:
The composition ⋄ and its derived version ⋄ L are indeed part of bicategorical structures. Namely, we have the (dg-)bicategory Bimod whose objects are dg-categories, with 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms respectively given by the objects and the morphisms of the dg-categories C dg (A, B) ; in the derived setting, we have the bicategory DBimod whose objects are dg-categories, with 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms given respectively by the objects and the morphisms of the categories D (A, B) . We won't study these structures in full detail; however, it is interesting to explore the notion of adjointness and its relation to (quasi)-representability.
Definition 6.2. Let F : A B and G : B A be 1-morphisms in Bimod. We say that F ⊣ G (F is left adjoint to G) if there exist (closed, degree 0) 2-morphisms η : h A → G⋄F and ε : F ⋄ G → h B such that the following triangular identities are satisfied:
The definition of adjoint 1-morphisms in DBimod is analogous (replace ⋄ with the derived composition ⋄ L ).
Given T ∈ C dg (A, B), we could expect that its dual L(T ) (or R(T )) were adjoint to T . This is not true in general, but it is provable under the right (or the left) representability assumption. First, notice that there is a (closed, degree 0) morphism in
Indeed, write:
It is directly checked that the diagram
is commutative for all B → B ′ in B, where the arrows arriving in C dg (B)(T A , T A ′ ) are given by composition, and they are natural in A, A ′ . Hence, by the universal property of the coend, we find our desired map. There are also (closed, degree 0) maps
The morphism (6.7) is induced by the maps
natural in A ′ and B. Moreover, (6.8) is induced by the composition maps
natural in A ′ and B. In a similar fashion as for (6.7), we get a candidate counit morphism:
indeed, this morphism is induced by the maps:
natural in B and B ′ . Also, we have the morphism
induced by the action of T on morphisms of A. The following result tells us that the adjunction T ⊣ L(T ) is not very far from being obtained.
is commutative, and the top row composition is the identity 1 T . Analogously, the diagram Now, we see that the obstruction for L(T ) to be adjoint to T lies in the morphism (6.6) (or its derived version). For instance, if it is a natural isomorphism, then we may define the unit morphism
and Lemma 6.3 tells us immediately that T ⊣ L(T ). Analogously, if the derived mor-
is a quasi-isomorphism, then we have a unit morphism η in the derived category, and Lemma 6.4 tells us that T ⊣ LL(T ). A sufficient condition for n to be (in some sense) invertible is actually the right (quasi-)representability of T : 
is a quasi-isomorphism).
Proof. Assume that T
Then, we have a commutative diagram:
The lower vertical arrows, labeled with ∼, are given by the Yoneda lemma; the lower horizontal arrow is the co-Yoneda isomorphism. By dg-functoriality, the upper vertical arrows, labeled with ≈, are isomorphisms if T is right representable, homotopy equivalences if T is homotopy right representable. So, in the first case, n is an isomorphism, and in the other case n is a homotopy equivalence. In the derived setting, just replace T with its h-projective resolution Q(T ). Then, since
is actually given by a homotopy equivalence; we apply the above argument and conclude that n is a quasi-isomorphism, when viewed in the derived category. A) is left quasi-representable, then there is an adjunction RR(S) ⊣ S in DBimod.
Proof. The first part of the assertion follows directly from Proposition 6.5 and the above discussion. The second part is a consequence of Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 5.3. Indeed, if S is left representable, then R(S) is right representable, so we have R(S) ⊣ LR(S), but LR(S) ∼ = S, and we are done. A similar argument in the derived setting shows that RR(S) ⊣ S.
Quasi-functors
Let A and B be dg-categories. By definition, a quasi-functor T : A → B is an element of qrep r (A, B) , namely, a right quasi-representable A-B-bimodule (assuming A is h-projective). The category of quasi-functors is usually denoted by rep(A, B) in literature (see, for instance, [Kel06] ); in order to avoid confusion, we will stick to our (non standard) notation. The composition ⋄ L descends to quasi-functors, namely, if T ∈ qrep r (A, B) and S ∈ qrep r (B, C), then S ⋄ L T ∈ qrep r (A, C). Indeed, assume that where the last isomorphism follows by co-Yoneda lemma. It is also worth remarking that any dg-functor F : A → B can be identified with a quasi-functor, namely, the bimodule h F .
7.1. Adjoints. The results of Section 6 allow us to give a simple working characterisation of adjunctions of quasi-functors. Given quasi-functors T : A → B and S : B → A, we say that T is left adjoint to S (and S is right adjoint to T ) simply if T ⊣ S as bimodules, that is, in the bicategory DBimod. Now, since T is a quasi-functor, then we have the adjunction T ⊣ LL(T ), and so S qis ≈ LL(T ) (adjoints are always unique up to isomorphism). In particular, S is left quasi-representable, and we have the adjunction RR(S) ⊣ S, so we also deduce that T qis ≈ RR(S). In conclusion, we get the following result:
Proposition 7.1. A quasi-functor T : A → B has a left adjoint if and only if it is left quasi-representable. Moreover, it has a right adjoint if and only if LL(T ) is right quasi-representable.
There are sufficient hypotheses on the dg-categories that guarantee the existence of adjoints. They are, in some sense, particular finiteness conditions: Definition 7.2. Let A be a dg-category. We say that A is locally perfect if A(A, A ′ ) is a perfect k-module: A(A, A ′ ) ∈ per(k) for all A, A ′ ∈ A. We say that A is smooth if the diagonal bimodule is perfect: h A ∈ per(A ⊗ L A op ).
We need a result adapted from [TV07, Lemma 2.8]:
Lemma 7.3. Let A, B be dg-categories, and let T ∈ D (A, B) Proof. By hypothesis, T A is quasi-representable, in particular perfect, for all A ∈ A. So, by Lemma 7.3, T is a perfect bimodule. Since B is locally perfect, then T B is a perfect left A-module for all B ∈ B. But A is triangulated, so we conclude that T B is quasi-representable for all B ∈ B, hence we conclude that T has a left adjoint, by Proposition 7.1.
To prove the existence of the right adjoint, we apply a similar argument to LL(T ). Since T is right quasi-representable, then LL(T ) is left quasi-representable, that is, LL(T ) A is quasi-representable, in particular perfect, for all A ∈ A. Since A is smooth, we have that LL(T ) is a perfect bimodule; since B is locally perfect, we deduce that LL(T ) B is a perfect right A-module for all B ∈ B. Since A is triangulated, LL(T ) B is quasi-representable for all B ∈ B, so in the end LL(T ) is both left and right quasirepresentable, and by Proposition 7.1 we conclude that T has a right adjoint.
Remark 7.5. The above result is mentioned in [TV15] , under stronger assumptions on the dg-categories, namely, saturatedness: see [TV07, Definition 2.4]. If a dg-category A is saturated, then in particular it is triangulated and H 0 (A) is saturated as a triangulated category ([TV08, Appendix A]), that is, any covariant or contravariant cohomological functor H 0 (A) → Mod(k) of finite type is representable. It is an easy exercise to show that exact functors between saturated (and Ext-finite) triangulated categories admit adjoints: Theorem 7.4 can hence be viewed as an enhancement of this result in the dg framework.
